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1.
What were the names of 

the three Andrews sisters?



LaVerne, 
Maxene, and Patty 

 
Patty, a soprano who 

sang lead vocals, was the 
youngest. Maxene was the 
middle child and sang high 

harmony. LaVerne, the 
eldest, sang the low notes.



2.
What 1920s children’s 

building toy was named in 
honor of Abraham Lincoln’s 

childhood home?



Lincoln Logs 
 

John Lloyd Wright, son of famed 
architect Frank Lloyd Wright, 

invented Lincoln Logs.



3.
Who made himself 

dictator of Italy in 1925 
and took the title Il Duce?



Benito Mussolini 
 

In 1919, Mussolini 
created Italy’s Fascist 

Party. He became  
the prime minister  

in 1922.



4.
In what Alfred Hitchcock movie 
did Cary Grant play a New York 
City advertising executive who’s 
framed for murder: Vertigo, The 

Birds, or North by Northwest?



North by Northwest  
 

According to rumors, Jimmy 
Stewart wanted the lead part in 

the movie. Not wanting to hurt his 
feelings, Hitchcock waited until 

Stewart was committed to another 
film before signing Cary Grant.



5.
According to the 

children’s nursery rhyme, 
who cut the tails off the 

three blind mice?



The farmer’s wife 
 

The mice ran after her, and so  
she cut off their tails with a  

carving knife.



6.
What can you learn  

about a tree by counting 
the rings of its trunk?



Its age 
 

It is harder to decipher the age of a living tree. 
However, one can get a close approximation  

if you know the tree species and the 
circumference of the trunk.



7.
Canadian author Lucy Maud 
Montgomery wrote about a  

young red-haired girl named  
Anne Shirley. The first book  

about her was titled  
Anne of what?



Green Gables 
 

Anne of Green Gables was the first 
in a series of eight books. Fun Fact: 

All but one of Montgomery’s  
20 books were set on Prince  
Edward Island in Canada.



8.
What is the term for 

bouncing a basketball on 
the floor continuously  

with one hand?



Dribbling 
 

There are many different ways 
to dribble the ball, and each one 

accomplishes a different feat. One 
example is called the speed dribble, 

which allows the player to run  
with the ball.



9.
What astronomer created 
a classification system for 
galaxies and proved that 

the universe is expanding?



Edwin Hubble 
 

NASA named the Hubble Space 
Telescope after Edwin Hubble. 

Additionally, his system of galaxy 
classification is called the  

Hubble sequence.



10.
What was the name of the 
Looney Tunes character 
that was often hunting  

a “wabbit” named  
Bugs Bunny?



Elmer Fudd  
 

Elmer Fudd first appeared with  
Bugs Bunny in 1940.



11.
What is the name for the 
currency used in Russia: 

the euro, the ruble, or  
the pound?



The ruble (or rouble) 
 

Peter the Great began minting the 
ruble in 1704. It was made of silver.



12.
The Italian word graffiti 

often refers to what?



Drawing or writing 
without permission on  

a public wall 
 

Graffiti, in most places, is 
considered a form of vandalism.



13.
What is the name of  

a weather instrument  
used to measure 

atmospheric pressure?



A barometer 
 

The layers of air that wrap around Earth make 
up the atmosphere. A barometer measures the 

pressure that is created when gravity  
pulls that air toward Earth.



14.
What brand uses the 

advertising slogan  
“Just Do It”?



Nike 
 

The slogan “Just Do It” was created 
in 1987 for Nike’s first major 

television campaign.



15.
Britain initially 

established Australia as 
what: a vacation spot for 
the royal family, a penal 
colony, or a naval base?



A penal colony 
 

Captain Arthur Phillip was 
appointed to establish an agricultural 
work camp on the island that would 

one day become Australia. 



16.
In what style of dance was 
Bill “Bojangles” Robinson 

most famous?



Tap 
 

Among his many 
accomplishments, Robinson 

co-founded the Negro 
Actors Guild of America. 
He also pioneered a new 
form of tap dance that 

centered on more elegant, 
lighter footwork.



17.
A typical cow has how 
many stomachs: one,  

two, or four?



One 
 

There is a longstanding myth that 
cows have four stomachs. In reality, 

they have one stomach with four 
separate compartments. The parts of 
a cow’s stomach are called the rumen, 
reticulum, omasum, and abomasum.



18.
What does 10 squared equal?  



100 
 

The square of any number is 
calculated by multiplying the 
number by itself. In this case,  

10 times 10 equals 100. 



19.
What company is known 
for its golden arches logo?



McDonald’s 
 

On May 15, 1940, the first 
McDonald’s restaurant was opened 
in San Bernardino, California. The 
owners were two brothers named 
Richard and Maurice McDonald 

from New Hampshire.



20.
The Royal Montreal is 

the oldest club of its kind 
in North America. What 

sport is associated  
with this club?



Golf 
 

Founded in 1873, the Montreal Golf 
Club began with a small group of 
eight gentlemen. Queen Victoria 

granted permission to use the word 
Royal in the title 11 years later.



21.
What type of tree gives  

us prunes?



The plum tree 
 

Some plum tree varieties are self-pollinating, 
while others require another plum tree to 

bear fruit. A prune is a dried plum.



22.
In Grant Wood’s painting 
American Gothic, a farmer 

and his daughter appear to be 
standing in front of a farmhouse. 

What is the man holding: a 
shovel, a pitchfork, or a hammer?



A pitchfork 
 

Grant Wood used his sister Nan and 
his dentist as models for the man and 
woman in the painting. Many people 

mistakenly believed the image represents 
a man and his wife. However, Wood 

claimed his intention was to portray a 
father and daughter.



23.
What does the acronym 

ETA stand for?



Estimated time of arrival 
 

On the other hand, ETD refers to 
the estimated time of departure.



24.
After her brother Gianni 

was killed in 1997, Donatella 
became the creative director of 
his fashion business. What is 
their shared surname: Prada, 

Valentino, or Versace?



Versace 
 

Donatella started working for her 
brother in the late 1970s. She was 
also the designer behind Versace’s 

Versus line in the 1980s. 



25.
What large gorge in 

northern Arizona is believed 
to have been formed by the 

Colorado River?



The Grand Canyon 
 

The oldest known rocks in the 
canyon are called the Vishnu 
Basement Rocks, which are 

believed to have formed about  
1.7 billion years ago.



26.
Who was famous for 

hosting American 
Bandstand and New  
Year’s Rockin’ Eve?



Dick Clark 
 

Clark hosted American 
Bandstand from 1957 

until 1989. His first 
New Year’s Rockin’ 
Eve show aired on 

December 31, 1972.



27.
What does Toyota sell?



Automobiles 
 

The Toyota Motor Corporation is 
a Japan-based company that sells 

popular car models like the  
Camry, Corolla, and Prius.



28.
Who is known as the “Father 

of Genetics” and discovered the 
fundamental laws of inheritance: 

Louis Pasteur, Gregor Mendel,  
or Charles Darwin?



Gregor Mendel 
 

After eight years of studying pea 
plants, Mendel came up with what 

he called the “laws of heredity.” 
Those laws explain how a parent’s 

genes will determine the traits 
expressed in their offspring.



29.
What happened to  
Susan B. Anthony  

when she voted in the  
presidential election  

of 1872?



She was arrested 
 

Her arrest and subsequent 
conviction due to illegal 
voting led to Anthony 

being fined $100. Anthony 
passed away 14 years before 

women were granted the 
right to vote in 1920.



30.
In what movie did 

Humphrey Bogart deliver 
the line “Here’s looking  

at you, kid”?



Casablanca 
 

Bogart improvised the famous line. 
Premiere magazine named it the 

greatest movie line of all time in 2007.
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